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7 \And BOY, do we want 
volunteers. We need 
writers, photographers 
and paste-up staff. Just 
come in the door and 
talk to the editors.
Love Ya!
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Excalibur will print articles from 
any political or social viewpoint 
on any topic of relevance or 
interest to the York community 
as long as the submissions are 
not of a racist, sexist, homo- 
phobic or libelous nature. Exca
libur is here to express the 
diverse views of the community.

pie choose to beg, then all people 
who are poor (regardless of 
whether they appear poor or not) 
have choice. When talking with 
people who are poor, it becomes 
apparent that this is not the case.

New York is not an appropriate 
yardstick with which to compare 
poverty in Toronto In such a 
comparison there will be less 
poor people in Toronto and they 
won'tappearaspoor This doesn't 
mean that the structural condi
tions contributing to their pov
erty shouldn't be changed, nor 
that their impoverishment is by 
choice.

What it does mean is that 
Toronto has growing poverty in 
the midst of plenty, and that for 
each person suffering in poverty, 
it doesn't matter a damn how 
poor they look in comparison to 
poor people in New York

In the fifth paragraph Nayman 
states, "Marc Lepine's impulse to 
gun down 'feminists' he believed 
to have ruined his life is the same 
one that causes men to tell misog
ynist jokes. It's the same impulse 
that makes men believe that all 
women want sex from them, that if 
a woman says no, the man is justi
fied in forcing her."

So, Nayman would have us 
believe that any man that tells a 
derogatory joke about women is a 
potential psychopathic killer and 
a possible rapist. Using Namyan's 
reasoning, one could say that 
because you tell a Polish joke, you 
have an impulse to get a semi
automatic rifle and kill Polish 
people. Once again Nayman's 
powers of reasoning are seem
ingly non-existent.

Next he writes ". . . a study 
stated that over one million 
women, greater than one in eight, 
in Canada will be phsyically or 
psychologically abused in her life
time " How does the study define 
psychological abuse? More 
importantly, how does Nayman?

Regardless of the definition, 
women have not cornered the 
market on emotions. I can't cite a 
study, but I'm sure there's an 
equally proportional amount of 
men psychologically abused by 
women. I'd hate to burst Nayman's 
bubble, but men suffer abuse, 
possess emotions and can be hurt 
just as easily as a woman.

Near his conclusion, Nayman 
states, ", . . the conditions exist in
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Dear Editor:

I was pleased to read a report on 
New York ("New York stories: 
notes from the Lower East Side,” 
by Jeanine Amber in the January 
18 Excalibur) that was not written 
from the 31st floor of the Hilton 
Hotel.

I was also in Manhattan during 
the Christmas break. It is a big 
city and, like people who 
blind trying to describe an ele
phant by feeling different parts of 
the animal, it is easy to develop a 
different impression of the city I 
visited many of the areas Amber 
mentioned and I agree with many 
of her impressions.

However, I find her assessment 
: of poverty in Toronto very dis

turbing. I agree that in New York
the poor do look wretched and 
sick (with good reason). This 
appearance is magnified by the 
contrast of expensive boutiques 
and monuments to capitalism 
Some of the punks begging for 
money on Yonge Street are only 
remotely similar to the homeless 
in Grand Central Railway Station 
and the Port Authority Bus Ter
minal in New York Many people 
in New York have no choice.

Neither do many people in 
Toronto have a choice It is easy 
to believe that because some peo-
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Dear Editor:
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I write to comment on Ira Nay
man's article in the January 11 
issue, which I felt a general dis
gust and contempt upon reading I 
felt he was extremely unfair and 
narrow. I will attempt to right his 
wrongs, and reveal the fault in his 
reasoning.

In the second and third para
graphs Namyan states that waiting to explode unless society 
women turn to drug addiction changes This sort of shameful 
because there aren't enough propoganda does not succeed in 
strong female role models. anything except perhaps helping
Women and men turn to drug Nayman shape society to his own
addiction for different and deeper ideal, through fear

Lastly, Nayman makes a last jab

every man that, under the right 
circumstances, could unleash a 
killer." This is completely out
rageous and false. Not every man 
is capable of killing He makes it 
out that men are just time-bombs

m
We will publish, space permitting, 
letters up to 500 words. They must 
be typed, double spaced, accompan
ied by the writer’s name and phone 
number. Libellous material will he 
rejected. Deliver to 111 Central 
Square during business hours.
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reasons than having no role 
models.
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